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GEOVISION optically driven G-LITE is an “Off Grid” self contained overhead
lighting solution that requires no electricity. Designed and built to function
36 hours with 100% illumination or up to 7 days with our new electronic
luminous light energy saver without sunlight! Best of all it can be placed
anywhere for automatic night illumination. The G-LITE architectural design
is modern and available in two light patterns. Roadway / Walk way with
elliptical illumination and square area illumination for parking lots.

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOLUTION

GEOVISION Optic Aiming provides more luminous flux by using state of
the art LED’s that burn brighter with less energy. Smooth light pattern and
63000 K. is

G-LITE SOLUTION

The G-LITE Series Lamps are built with 18 LED’s and offers 25 Watt solar
light or 110V electrical powered. Both models available with Road Optics or
flood beam. G-LITES are “Out of Box ready” Simply mount on a pole aim
and go. Guaranteed 5 years
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Part

Description

Dimensions

GLITE-18SE

Solar powered light with elliptical pattern 63000k

15” x 7.28” x 9.8”

389 x 185 x 249 mm

GLITE-18SF

Solar powered light with flood pattern 63000k

15” x 7.28” x 9.8”

389 x 185 x 249 mm

GLITE-18EE

Electric 110V powered light elliptical optics 63000k

15” x 7.28” x 9.8”

389 x 185 x 249 mm

GLITE-18EF

Electric 110V powered light flood optics 63000k

15” x 7.28” x 9.8”

389 x 185 x 249 mm

GLITE-B320

Short arm support bracket for G-LITE

7.5” x 11”

280 x 192 mm

GLITE-B320

Medium arm support bracket for G-LITE

14.5” x 15”

380 x 372 mm

GLITE-B320

Long arm support bracket for G-LITE

20.5” x 17”

430 x 521 mm

G-LIGHT
Bright

Portable

Solar LED Lighting
100% Self Contained
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G-LIGHT

Designed for border patrol and lighting in remote
locations, the G-light requires no electricity.
G-Light will turn on automatically and shut of
when the sun rises.
Glass lens protects steel body lighting housing.
All parts are concealed in protection box that
eliminates sand and contaminants from entering
protecting the electronics from desert conditions.

G-LIGHT POWER

Powered by 35 watt , 45 watt 55 , 95 110 watt
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G-LIGHT

A Revolutionary step in modern lighting.
Discover G-Light, a self contained LED light for
temporary permanent or portable applications.
Designed to illuminate for 36 hours with only a
6.5 hour charge time
Designed to be placed on a pole or wall.
Ready to use out of the box.
Solar panel can be relocated on separate location for inconspicuous applications

G-LIGHT

2 Light Patterns
- Elliptical for roadways and walkways
- Flood for parking areas
Rechargeable
- Delivered with independent charger for precharging for emergency lighting or event usage
Bright
- New age optics deliver exceptional light patterns reaching
almost 60 feet (19 meters) for pathway and roadway lighting
on only 25 watts!
Compact and powerful
- G-Light advanced optics stretches light rayons allowing you to
reduce the amount of lights required
Saving money
- 100 % self sufficient Off Grid technology
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